INTRODUCTION

The study of people’s behaviors during different economic climates is now a serious field of study—just look at newly minted Nobel Prize winner Richard H. Thaler’s research in behavioral economics.¹ The U.S. economy will likely produce ample research material for Mr. Thaler in the coming years because of its 3% increase in gross domestic product and its 0.4% increase in personal income—numbers that are just a snapshot of the
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2017 third quarter.\textsuperscript{2} With these promising numbers, Americans are able to change their relationships with money: “now that we’re seeing some income growth, broad based across the economy, people are moving the needle on savings in a way we haven’t seen in a while.”\textsuperscript{3} Now that the time for saving is here, the focus shifts to finding a successful method to do so. A novel approach has emerged in seventeen states: domestic asset protection trusts (DAPTs).\textsuperscript{4}

DAPTs are self-settled spendthrift trusts that allow the settlor to retain a beneficial interest in the trust while removing it from the reach of future creditors.\textsuperscript{5} These trusts are irrevocable with an “independent trustee who has absolute discretion to make distributions to a class of beneficiaries which includes the settlor. The primary goals of DAPTs are asset protection and, if so designed, transfer tax minimization.”\textsuperscript{6}

The history of authorizing DAPTs spans decades and has slowly crept from the west coast to the east coast. After two states seemed to support DAPTs in statutory terms, Alaska enacted the first operational statute in 1997.\textsuperscript{7} During the two proceeding decades, nineteen states have authorized some form of revised statute or act supporting DAPTs.\textsuperscript{8} A settlor now has the option of settling funds in one of seventeen domestic jurisdictions or choosing to put money in one of the many offshore jurisdictions available.\textsuperscript{9}

By instinct, the choice seems easy—why not keep your money down the street instead of transferring it to the Cayman Islands?\textsuperscript{10} A local bank does not pose the same apparent risks as transferring your money outside of the country.\textsuperscript{11} The decision is not as simple as it should be because of
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each state court’s uncertainty surrounding the novel trusts. Counsel is less likely to suggest a strategy that has not been reviewed by a court, as counsel would be unable to ensure its effectiveness for their client.

It took fifteen years for a court to contemplate the efficacy of DAPTs. The Washington bankruptcy case, In re Huber, involved a Washington settlor who created a self-settled trust under Alaska law. The case was decided on a choice of law question, with the trial court concluding that Washington law, not Alaska law, governed when deciding the validity of the Alaskan trust. By applying Washington law, the court pronounced that the trust violated Washington’s public policy against self-settled trusts, thereby rendering the trust void.

Nonetheless, the tides in favor of DAPTs have taken a turn with the holding of Klabacka v. Nelson. Correspondingly, through the lens of this favorable ruling, this Note will address why DAPTs should be regarded as an effective method of protecting a settlor’s money and argue for more states to follow suit. More specifically, this Note will describe why the Klabacka case came to the correct holding because of public policy sentiment and economic jurisdictional competition.

First, this Note illustrates that the Klabacka case mercifully establishes a clear test for the efficacy of DAPTs. Notably, this is the first case to reach the efficacy question and provides an attractive template for succeeding states. Second, this Note demonstrates that the Klabacka case was decided correctly because current public policy favors the use of DAPTs. There are already similar, legitimate techniques available to protect assets that are not against public policy, so it follows that public policy favors DAPTs. For instance, homestead exemptions and tenancy
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by the entirety currently permit individuals to legally protect their assets from creditors. In essence, DAPTs have an unfair negative stigma when considering the other asset protection vehicles seemingly in-line with public policy.

Furthermore, Klabacka’s favorable holding of these principles may summon transformation on a macro scale, including an advantageous impact on interstate federalism. Particularly, this Note emphasizes that encouraging settlors to create DAPTs celebrates the fiscal advantages of interstate federalism—especially the economic significance of interstate competition.

Through the above-mentioned grounds, this Note will champion the holding in Klabacka, exclaiming it should be the standard for deciding the efficacy of future DAPTs. Thus, Part I briefly outlines the development of trust law, from the beginning of trusts to the emergence of domestic asset protection laws. Part II summarizes the facts, reasoning, and holding of Klabacka v. Nelson. Part III analyzes Klabacka in relation to domestic asset protection trusts generally, stressing the lack of direction in this field, the clear need for certainty, and the benefit of establishing a test. Part IV contends that courts should appreciate the benefits of these trusts not only for the settlor and beneficiary, but also for states and the country. A short conclusion will follow.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Basics of Trust Law

To understand the public policy fueling DAPTs and the Klabacka holding, it is important to understand trust law at large in the United States. The most basic description of a trust is an explanation detailing a three-party fiduciary affiliation relating to property; the first party transfers the legal title upon the second party for the benefit of the third party. Often the second party, the trustee, manages the property with full independence,

---


while the third party, the beneficiary, is permitted to receive payments from the trust income or corpus.\textsuperscript{23}

American law deals with the attempt to manipulate conduct after death, commonly referred to as “dead hand” control, differently than its English predecessor.\textsuperscript{24} American trust law placed a higher level of deference to the testator, allowing for more control after death than its English counterpart.\textsuperscript{25} A primary example of this control is the spendthrift trust.\textsuperscript{26} A spendthrift is used for the purposes of shielding the trust body while granting the beneficiary trust income distributions.\textsuperscript{27} Settlors favored the idea of giving a gift in installments (versus a lump sum to be squandered immediately) but sought to protect the gift from the beneficiary’s creditors.\textsuperscript{28} The spendthrift offers the supreme protection of wealth: protection from a frivolous beneficiary and shelter from the beneficiary’s powerful creditors.\textsuperscript{29}

In its simplest explanation, a spendthrift trust is a trust that incorporates specific clauses that bar the beneficiary from freely dissipating their interest but also prevent attachment by creditors.\textsuperscript{30} A creditor may attach to the assets when a trust distribution has occurred but cannot take out a lien on the trust or pierce the trust veil.\textsuperscript{31}

The general acceptance of spendthrift trusts in the United States owes a debt to two cases in the 1800s.\textsuperscript{32} Over time, the vast majority of the state governing bodies and courts have recognized the efficacy of spendthrift
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provisions. The policies supporting the validity of spendthrift provisions are that the settlor has the right to dispose of property as they please; the public will not be burdened by insolvent beneficiaries; and creditors have the duty to investigate the settlor’s finances and should know well enough to not use the trust when calculating credit lines. In this day and age, spendthrift provisions are accepted in all fifty states. As time wears on, the edges of these laws are slowly carved out through deliberation on specific issues. I consider one of the most provocative of these issues arises from a self-settled spendthrift trust.

B. Self-Settled Spendthrift Trusts’ History

As explained above, most jurisdictions accept the idea of a spendthrift provision. However, spendthrift trusts created by the settlor and for the settlor’s benefit are not as widely accepted. Some jurisdictions find that if a fraction of beneficial interest is held for the settlor of the trust, the instrument is considered void. The policy consideration for this rule is a concern that property owners could shelter their money for their own needs without being required to pay back or mislead creditors. Courts recognized well-intending property owners hoping to provide for a beneficiary with creditor protection, while at the same time acknowledged the likelihood of property owners wishing to “protect themselves against their own profligacy, at the expense of their creditors.” Creditors rely on the debtor’s apparent income and could be misled into believing the debtor is financially stable based on the trust, only to find out the settlor has no other assets outside of the shelter of the trust.
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creditor that was going to lend money to somebody, usually took a
look at what they owned. When they looked at somebody who may
have a self-settled or had spendthrift trust, they knew as a creditor
they would not be able to touch those assets so they did not lend,
based on those assets.42

However, self-paternalism was considered to be more beneficial than
the costs of allowing self-settled spendthrift trusts.43 The only option for
settlers seeking asset protection to the highest extent was to gamble by
creating a spendthrift trust with the beneficiary as someone other than the
settlor.44 That is, until the 1980s rolled around and numerous offshore
jurisdictions began attracting trust business with an inventive technique:
the self-settled asset protection trust.45 These foreign jurisdictions enacted
legislation that determined that judgments rendered by overseas courts
were non-enforceable against the suite of trust parties: settlors,
beneficiaries, and self-settled trusts.46 Some estimates indicate that more
than one trillion dollars sit in offshore jurisdictions under asset protection
trusts.47

C. Emergence of Domestic Asset Protection Trusts

In 1997, Alaska was the first state to introduce a self-settled asset
protection statute.48 This law condoned the formation of irrevocable trusts
that made distributions to a class of beneficiaries allowing allocations to
the settlor.49 Delaware followed suit later that same year, stating that it
“intended to maintain [its] role as the most favored domestic jurisdiction
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of the establishment of trusts.\textsuperscript{50} In recent years, fifteen states have followed Alaska and Delaware, allowing for self-settled asset protection trusts.\textsuperscript{51} Each state legislature has approached the issue differently, especially regarding exceptions for potentially fraudulent actions, burden of proof, and asset protection.\textsuperscript{52}

While these statutes have now been in existence for over twenty years, there are few cases litigating the nuances of the trusts they create.\textsuperscript{53} An explanation for such a dearth of litigation is that there have not been any creditors or plaintiffs needing to challenge the efficacy of a self-settled asset protection trust—though this is quite unlikely. More likely, a settlor ends up paying the money owed or settles outside of court to avoid costly litigation. Because courts have not addressed the public policy questions, the edges of these laws are still obscured—it is plausible that courts would prefer that this inquiry took place on the legislative floor. Inquiries on legislative floors across the country would in turn address the primary issues facing these trusts.

\textbf{D. The Surety and Surplus Issue}

There are two main issues facing domestic asset protection trusts today: (1) enforceability and (2) the fact that only a minority of states have enacted them. As demonstrated through the various cases mentioned above, many courts are unwilling to find a DAPT enforceable. Courts have demonstrated a stringent adherence to presumed public policy and a preference to apply local laws (even in the face of explicit contrary language). One Utah court even held that the trust instrument was revocable, and thus could be attached by creditors.\textsuperscript{54}

The uncertainty posed by DAPTs is presented twofold: first, for attorneys who are unsure whether to advise clients to potentially use DAPTs and second, for settlors who are again gambling with assets reminiscent of the initial days of moving accounts offshore. Attorneys who wish to venture into DAPT use should study the current cases on record, always being diligent to note if there are new developments in the laws.\textsuperscript{55} An attorney must be aware of how the courts are interpreting a particular state’s DAPT law, whether it is the participating state establishing
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precedent or supportive theory for advancing a current law. As always, the final advice for attorneys is to avoid implementation errors, ensuring that the case is decided on its merits and not scriveners’ error. Yet, all this advice does not remedy the actual problem: attorneys lack certainty regarding how a court will rule on any given DAPT case. This insecurity surely stagnates the use of a potentially massively beneficial legal tool for Americans.

The surety question surrounding DAPTs was recently clarified to an extent with the holding in the Alaska Supreme Court case Toni 1 Trust, by Tangwall v. Wacker.56 The court held it could not limit the scope of another court’s jurisdiction over fraudulent transfer action against a DAPT.57 Specifically, the court held that “the Full Faith and Credit Clause does not compel states to follow another state’s statute claiming exclusive jurisdiction over suits based on a cause of action even though [the other state] created the right of action.”58

The trust in question was established in Alaska, a DAPT-friendly state, but held Montana property, where DAPTs are not accepted.59 With this holding there is hardly a theory about how a DAPT would protect assets against the creditors of the settlor in non-DAPT states. The court’s holding more clearly defines a contour of DAPT interpretation and handling. On one hand, this case adds needed precedent to a scarce area of law. On the other hand, the holding may not show an enthusiastic acceptance of DAPTs that the Klabacka holding had signaled.60 Perhaps establishing comprehensive DAPT law will be like walking in sand: two steps forward and one step back.

Additionally, few American jurisdictions have approved DAPTs.61 Only the minority of states allowing DAPTs means that clients may not be receiving the best possible asset protection. Clients assume their attorney is striving to provide the best strategy—and yet perhaps one of the best

56. See generally Toni 1 Tr., by Tangwall v. Wacker, 413 P.3d 1199 (Alaska 2018).
57. Id. at 1203.
58. Id. at 1204 (citing Tenn. Coal, Iron & R. Co. v. George, 233 U.S. 354, 360 (1914) (emphasis added)).
59. Id. at 1201.
60. Professional sentiment about this case is that it may not truly add to the contours of DAPT law. The transfers to the trusts occurred after the claims against the defendants had already arisen, therefore the fraud exemption clearly renders the trust void. Furthermore, because the defendant was subject to personal jurisdiction in a non-DAPT state, the assets are subject to administration by that state. These are simple fraud-on-creditor and personal jurisdiction issues, not a DAPT efficacy issue.
61. See Shaftel et al., supra note 4, at 1.
strategies is an elusive one because the courts and legislatures are unwilling to budge on their stance. Most importantly, however, a lack of favorable jurisdictions means that there is intensely concentrated interstate competition among these jurisdictions. A lack of DAPT jurisdictions means that seventeen states hold a monopoly on trust assets, simply because they are willing to shield the trusts in a novel way.

If courts and legislatures could resolve the enforceability questions and promote DAPTs as a new trust option, the United States could see an astonishing rise in trust formation and in turn, marketplace competition. The benefits of these two solutions would affect the individual settlor and the state.

II. THE KLABACKA V. NELSON DECISION

A. Case Brief

The Klabacka opinion may be the first case to marshal in the benefits of DAPTs because it not only established the novel concept of trust efficacy, but it also addressed the public policy questions head-on. The case involved a married couple, Eric and Lynita, each represented by separate counsel, who signed separate property agreements that converted all their assets from community property into separate property in 1993. In 2001, the couple placed their respective property into self-settled spendthrift trusts, which were governed by Nevada law. The couple’s divorce proceedings began in 2009. The district court “equalized the two [self-settled spendthrift trusts] so as to pay Eric’s personal obligations and...
also awarded Lynita a lump sum alimony award against Eric’s Trust—not Eric in his personal capacity.  

Each of the trusts had a spendthrift clause, prohibited attachment by any future creditor, and listed Nevada residents as initial distribution trustees. Further, each grantor held the right to veto any distribution; was the investment trustee of his or her trust; held all rights as a trustee, other than the power to make or direct distributions; and required that the distribution trustee provide ten days’ notice of any impending distribution. “The respective settlors, however, in the capacity of also being an ‘investment trustee,’ retained the power to hold and manage the investments of the respective trust.”

The court held that the trusts were valid DAPTs because the terms of the writing manifested an intention that the assets be protected from the claims of the beneficiaries’ creditors, which is all that is required under Nevada law. The law in question lists out an unambiguous test as to whether a DAPT is valid, entailing that it must (1) be in writing, (2) be irrevocable, (3) not require that any part of the trust’s income or principal be distributed to the settlor, and (4) not be “intended to hinder, delay or defraud known creditors.”

The court relied heavily upon the legislative history of Nevada’s DAPT statute. The court confirmed that Nevada does not have exception creditors, including spouses and dependent children in a domestic dispute, and expressly rejected the position given in section 59 of the Restatement (Third) of Trusts. The court reiterated:

The legislative history explicitly mentions child support as an example of a debt that would not be free from attachment if known at the time the trust was created. However, the trust assets would be protected from attachment as to debts unknown at the time the trust was created—presumably, this protection extended to child-and

70. Zaritsky, supra note 65, at 4.
71. Id.
73. Zaritsky, supra note 65, at 5.
74. Id.
76. Shafilet et al., supra note 4, at 22.
spousal-support obligations unknown at the time the trust was created.77

Understanding that the Nevada state law seeks to protect the assets of a valid spendthrift trust against any court order, the court ensured the efficacy of the DAPTs.78

The Klabacka holding is unique for three reasons. First, the case had favorable facts that forced the court to decide the efficacy issue; there were no choice of law questions and the fraudulent transfer question was easily defeated.79 Second, after the Nevada court took the bait, it established an unambiguous test for valid DAPTs, providing case law in favor of these trusts—supplying attorneys with ammunition for their arguments in future litigation. Finally, Nevada’s legislation is distinctive in its DAPT friendliness.80 The Klabacka decision sprang from Nevada’s unique friendliness towards DAPTs.

B. Legislative History Authority

A review of Nevada’s legislative history on DAPTs shows the blunt considerations when passing the statute on spendthrift trusts. Three main considerations were discussed when deciding how pro-DAPT the state would be: the benefit to Nevada, the protection for the settlor, and the likelihood of child support issues arising in the future.81 First, the discussions explicitly state that the reasoning for such a settlor-friendly law is to “increase estate tax revenue and attract assets to Nevada by providing benefits to very wealthy persons.”82 Nevada Assemblyman David Goldwater stated that when “the trust was domicile in Nevada and the person was a resident of Nevada, Nevada got the benefit of all their inheritance tax.”83 It is clear that Nevada stands to profit on multiple revenue levels by allowing such trusts to be established within its

77. Klabacka, 394 P.3d at 951 (internal citation omitted).
78. Zaritsky, supra note 65, at 6.
79. Klabacka, 394 P.3d at 947.
80. Id. at 951.
82. Hearing 469, supra note 81, at 2.
83. Id. at 6.
In other words, “DAPT friendly laws are just one example of... attraction-incentivized policy making.”

Second, Mr. Goldwater stated that spendthrift trusts “offered protection to wealthy people just as the committee was often fighting for the rights of the poor... Wealthy people deserved rights as well.” He continued on by saying that the “problem of becoming extremely wealthy was it becomes impossible to insure against that liability.” These frank statements demonstrate the concerns that specific attorneys who need to employ these asset protection tools have: preserving their clients’ wealth in as many ways as possible.

Finally, a later committee fully examined the absence of creditor rights for child support against these trusts. A committee member said the group needed to “determine if we want to allow an individual to support himself or herself with a large sum of money held in a spendthrift trust and not pay child or spousal support, thereby requiring the taxpayers to support the children or spouse through the welfare system.” This is by far the strongest argument against such a settlor-friendly statute: the fear of disadvantaging special creditors such as children. The public policy rationale is that “a beneficiary of a trust should not be able to evade support obligations by hiding behind a spendthrift clause. The needs of the beneficiary’s ex-spouse and children are deemed to outweigh the rights of the settlor to control the use of trust property.”

In response, Senator Justin C. Jones said that his experience was that “self-settled spendthrift trusts are sophisticated and require counsel to set up. I am not sure the children or spouse of someone who has one of these trusts would end up on welfare. An individual should be allowed to set up an estate plan as he or she sees fit.” The Senator made an appealing argument for individual choice and was further bolstered by another committee member asserting that when “a trust is properly set up and does not have a fraudulent conveyance, one-half to two-thirds of an individual’s assets are outside of the trust. A trust is not set up so the individual is

84. Similar state-centric thinking can be found in Delaware’s corporate legal structure, which shows the State’s desire to compete economically with the rest of the country. Some have questioned whether stringent holdings against DAPTs indicate similar imminent fraud challenges to Delaware’s differing corporate charter laws that so many businesses take advantage of. See Alexander B. Shiffman, The Domestic Asset Protection Trust and Its Federalism Implications, 13 CARDOZO PUB. L. POL’Y & ETHICS J. 853, 877 (2015).
85. Id. at 875.
86. Hearing 469, supra note 81, at 6.
87. Id.
88. Hearing 378, supra note 81, at 3, 18.
89. Id. at 6.
90. BEYER, supra note 34, at 379.
91. Hearing 378, supra note 81, at 6.
essentially indigent because all of his or her assets have been placed in trust.\textsuperscript{92} The rebuttal to the public policy opposition is therefore extinguished under the reasoning that the creditors will still have access to the majority of the settlor’s assets and should not be able to pierce the trust veil unless fraud is proven.

Finally, the committee was informed that many states are no longer observing special classes of creditors to pierce the trust veil:

The trend in the various states is to remove the exception creditors. Utah removed these exception creditors and does not allow either to access the trust. Wyoming does not allow a divorcing spouse to access a trust. It has a special type of trustee that can be drafted into the document to allow for not accessing child support out of the trust. Virginia and Oklahoma only allow child support as an exception. Colorado does not allow either exception. South Dakota recently enacted legislation to not allow either exception unless it was already a debt before the transfer to the trust. Enactment in this area has been progressive, and other states are trying to match Nevada.\textsuperscript{93}

It is clear that Nevada’s legislature deliberated on the benefits and possible detriments establishing themselves as a DAPT friendly jurisdiction. Ultimately, it instituted a unique statute heavily favoring the trusts, concluding that the opportunity for fraud and misuse would be minimal.\textsuperscript{94} The state’s legislature recognized the advantages that DAPTs offered: those which this Note argues could be emulated in other jurisdictions across the country.

III. THE MACRO ANALYSIS OF KLABACKA

There are generally two positive consequences to allowing DAPTs and using the Klabacka holding as a template for states to mimic: public policy and economic theory of interstate federalism. Each will be discussed below, followed by an analysis of how these concepts resolve the existing surety and scarcity issues facing DAPTs.

A. Public Policy

Time and again our country has demonstrated a progressive approach to public policy; being flexible enough to change with the eras.\textsuperscript{95} Trust law is no exception. Prior to 1997, not a single state explicitly allowed

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{92} Id. at 16.  
\textsuperscript{93} Id. at 17.  
\textsuperscript{94} Id. at 16.  
\textsuperscript{95} Consider holdings in cases such as Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967) (striking down all state laws banning interracial marriage), and Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584 (2015) (legalizing gay marriage).}
domestic asset protection trusts.96 Fast forward to now and seventeen states allow these instruments, with additions as recent as March 2017.97 This Note contends that more states should, and will, recognize the various public policy benefits by allowing DAPTs.

The first convincing policy argument for DAPTs is that the concept is already widely accepted under a myriad of asset protection options that provide almost duplicate benefits as DAPTs; for instance, there are creditor-proof retirement accounts for employees.98 Scholars commonly assert the rebuttal against these asset protection opportunities due to their unwillingness to “allow debtors to leave their debts unpaid and still enjoy an extravagant lifestyle.”99 But there are already enacted vehicles which even scholars affirm are unsettling, such as tenancy by the entirety, family limited partnerships, limited liability companies, homestead exemptions, life insurance policies, annuity contracts, and transfers to close individuals.100

A supreme benefit of DAPTs is they would offer security to business owners from legal liability.101 Considering that in 2010 the average outside litigation expense for a single company to litigate was $115 million,102 reduced liability is a significant incentive. Additionally, in the same year, small businesses had to pay out eighty-one percent of the costs for litigation, but only saw twenty-two percent of the settlement revenue.103 Domestic asset protection trusts could combat draining small businesses of capital through frivolous tortious claims, currently causing them to pay $35.6 billion of these costs out of their own coffers.104 Happily, the checks on businesses abusing these asset protection vehicles are already in place, such as fraudulent conveyance statutes.105 In theory, if small business

---

96. Shaftel et al., supra note 4, at 1.
104. Id. By shielding a portion of a business’s assets from tort liability the trust ensures a fortified reserve is always available for the sustained operation of business.
owners are able to shield their assets from legal liability, they will be able to drip these assets into the local economy, benefiting the community at large.\textsuperscript{106}

The next public policy argument in favor of DAPTs is the benefit the United States would see economically. As stated previously, it is estimated there are billions, if not trillions of dollars in wealth going to offshore accounts.\textsuperscript{107} If this money was kept in the United States, the country’s economy would benefit through attorney fees, financial advisors employed, possible tax revenue, etc.\textsuperscript{108} Finally, there is the potential extinction of costly litigation with foreign jurisdictions, saving money for all parties involved.\textsuperscript{109} And of course, the courts could limit the fraudulent activity if the accounts are within jurisdictional reach and better clarify the edges of this nuanced area of law.

\textbf{B. Competition Among States}

Another benefit of normalizing DAPTs in the United States is the recognition of the constitutional foundation of these accounts and the economic advantage of interstate federalism. Setting the boundaries of a court’s sovereignty, the Full Faith and Credit Clause of the Constitution allows the application of one state’s law over another.\textsuperscript{110} This clause of the Constitution states that full faith and credit “shall be given in each State to the public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of every other State.”\textsuperscript{111} Simply put, every state has its own laws, but no state’s laws are more important or better than another’s.

When questioning DAPTs through the lens of interstate federalism, it must be asked: what should states be doing according to the Constitution, and also, is what they are doing benefitting the country? When looking at the Constitution, it is clear that each state is a sovereign (Full Faith and Credit Clause); that every citizen is treated equally, no matter the state they are from or currently in (Privileges and Immunities Clause); and that the states cannot erect trade obstructions (Commerce Clause).\textsuperscript{112} The Constitution promotes a competitive, capitalistic model between states.\textsuperscript{113} And competition is one of the most basic motivations stimulating behavior, and even helps to explain fundamental theories such as
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In an almost poetic way, DAPT legislation is an excellent model of evolution, demonstrating that survival is based on the struggle over limited resources.

Enacting statutes and obtaining certain holdings in the courts proves Charles Tiebout’s research from the 1950s. Tiebout’s research was the catalyst that produced two theories: (1) interstate competition compels local representatives to grasp the true effects of their policies, and (2) interstate competition results in a supreme distribution of goods, services, and laws throughout the locality. An intriguing and analogous example is the competitive results that occurred in state legislatures for legalizing marijuana and gay marriage. This shows the economic benefits—no matter if the idea is seen by some as controversial—of endorsing interstate competition between states.

The last question to ask is whether enacting DAPT statutes will even benefit citizens. It is difficult to say precisely how much an individual and state will profit from such action, but a similar circumstance has been used to illustrate the changes in profits when a state changes its estate or property laws. The increase in profits due to changes in these laws are predictive of what trust law reformation could do because each of these laws are highly intertwined and are typically used simultaneously to achieve an overall legal plan for a client. The same clients that drove up profits in the other fields of law would be those doing the same for trust law.

Professors Schanzenbach and Sitkoff looked at the economic changes in several states after ending the rule against perpetuities. The findings of the study showed there was a trust asset increase of as much as twenty percent—more than six billion dollars. Another way to look at
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it: average individual accounts grew by at minimum $200,000. 122 It is unsurprising that professional groups, such as attorneys and accountants, saw an increase in trust business—a demonstrated example of the benefits that drip down throughout the state’s economy. 123 In reflecting on their findings, the professors mused that “jurisdictional competition in trust law appears ready to focus next on [D]APTs.” 124

DAPTs and federalism could have a symbiotic relationship—each helping to stimulate the other. The federalist action of “racing to the top” would improve DAPT law and efficacy, while the establishment of DAPTs would promote strong competition among states, economically and statutorily. 125 The questions have been asked and answered: acceptance of DAPTs would benefit the individual citizen, stimulate the distinct state’s economy, and uphold the traditions embedded in the United States’ Constitution.

CONCLUSION

It seems fitting that this Note would open and close with economic studies speaking to the topic at hand. The start of the discussion was the anticipation of individuals seeking a protection option for newfound wealth. The conclusion shows that the novel shelter approach of domestic asset protection trusts can benefit the individual, the local community, the state, and the country. First, however, internal struggles must be resolved for DAPTs to truly shine. Advisors need to be sure of their advice, knowing that they have the courts and law on their side when recommending these asset protection vehicles. The Klabacka case provides the ideal policy template for attorneys to, at minimum, bolster their arguments in favor of a valid DAPT. Furthermore, legislatures now have the Klabacka bright-line test to duplicate in their own legislation.

By debunking the timeworn ideas that public policy disfavors DAPTs and adding confidence to promote them, it is the hope of this Note that a path of clarification and surety should follow after Klabacka. As noted, DAPTs are supported by the Constitution, federalism, and economic studies. The time for domestic asset protection trusts as a common planning tool is now. All that states and courts have to do is usher in the Klabacka era.
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